UK STUDENT
HOUSING UPDATE
DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE
Knight Frank’s analysis of the purpose-built student accommodation (PBSA)
sector in the UK demonstrates a greater reliance on the private sector to
deliver student accommodation.

JAMES PULLAN

Head of Student Property

“The private sector
now dominates the
development of PBSA,
accounting for 84%
of new bed spaces
outlined for delivery in
2018/19. Affordability
must be a key focus
for operators, with
demand among end
users greatest for
more affordable
cluster-led schemes.”

Some 23,000 purpose-built student
bedrooms are due to be completed
across the country by the start of the
2018/19 academic year, according to an
analysis of pipeline development data
across more than 60 university towns and
cities in the UK.
In total, these new additions will lift
the total stock of PBSA by 4.3%. A
further 11,000 beds are currently under
construction or in planning to be delivered
in the 2019 and 2020 academic years,
although this total may rise as new
development applications are approved.
Despite the volume of student
accommodation either planned or
underway, this level of potential future
supply is unlikely to address the current
supply/demand imbalance evident in a
number of key cities. Across the UK as a
whole, full-time student numbers outweigh
current PBSA bed spaces by 3:1.
The majority of PBSA student beds are
owned and operated by Universities,
which accounts for 69% of current stock.
However, the data shows that Universities
are becoming increasingly dependent
on the private sector to provide
accommodation for their students. There
are major opportunities for further private
investment in developing partnerships with
Universities to replace their older stock.

In total, private sector developers will
deliver 74% of the total beds due to be
completed by 2020, and 84% of the beds
due to be built for the 2018/19 cycle.
The type of stock being built is also
changing. The current trend is towards
less expensive accommodation, with 62%
of the units currently under construction
categorised as cluster flats, with shared
kitchens and lounge areas. The remaining
38% are studios, which typically command
higher rents.
Generally speaking, in cities where there
is a larger pipeline of studios relative to
cluster flats, such as in Glasgow and
Southampton, the historical provision of
studio accommodation has been low.
The balance of new stock in 2018/19 is
likely to be less expensive, in real terms,
than in previous years and this may mark
the beginning of a shift in development, as
the market reacts to perceived affordability
pressures in some key cities. However,
high development costs will continue to
place upward pressure on pricing.
We anticipate that the development
trend towards affordability will continue.
However, as ever, well-located assets
in strong markets will prosper and
demonstrate high occupancy and rental
growth at all price points.
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What: Strategic cities containing dual or multiple wellregarded universities high in the performance rankings, and
large numbers of students. These markets have benefited
from increases in student numbers but limited historic
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What: Relatively immature markets in terms of their
provision of PBSA they can be characterised by good quality
universities but low PBSA stock availability. This can often be
as a result of more stringent planning regimes in these towns
and cities. Rental growth in these locations has outperformed
the wider UK average and is likely to continue to do so as a
result of the imbalance between supply and demand.
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What: Cities that have experienced a boom in development
but do not have the underlying demand for large amounts
of stock at the luxury end of the market. Affordable products
are the primary driver of rental growth in 2017/18, with
the strongest performance coming from en-suite and non
en-suite rooms.
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the current trend in development towards
shared accommodation.

TIM MITCHELL
Head of Global Real
Estate, GSA

As the Knight Frank data demonstrates,
there is a healthy pipeline of new
purpose built student accommodation
planned in the coming years. However,
as is also noted in this report, this
is unlikely to be sufficient to meet
potential demand over this time.
This trend reflects GSA’s own view of
the market, with a notable imbalance
between student numbers and PBSA
bed spaces across the UK.
Our strategic focus over the next three
years is to manage 20,000 beds in
carefully targeted UK cities.
For example, this year saw the launch
of Catherine House in Portsmouth,
bringing 1,000 much-needed highspecification student rooms to market,
70% of which are en-suite bed spaces
arranged as cluster flats.
We see continuing demand for this type
of product, driven by affordability, but
also student and university preferences.
In this regard, it is interesting to note

As the sector becomes ever more
reliant on the private sector to provide
PBSA, greater focus is likely to be
placed on strong partnerships with
universities to bring new product and
innovation to market.
Rising build and site costs will put
pressure on margins, especially at the
more affordable end of the market and,
subsequently, this will play a key role
in shaping the PBSA pipeline in the
coming years. We also see potential
to draw ideas in terms of design and
management from alternative models in
operation across the globe.
Acknowledging the challenges impacting
the wider housing market, we see
the absolute necessity of providing
more good quality accommodation for
students. Changing demographics and
fluctuating student numbers arising
from uncertainty surrounding Brexit
could pose short-term challenges,
however GSA’s view of UK PBSA
remains positive.
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The UK maintains its reputation for
having some of the finest academic
institutions globally and there will
continue to be high demand for wellmaintained PBSA in good locations from
both home and international students.
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Investment volumes by purchaser
types, 2016
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Key facts
Rents for purpose built student
accommodation have increased by
2.55% on average for the 2017/18
academic year
An imbalance between supply
and demand has been the primary
factor driving rental growth
Cardiff topped the table for annual
rental growth at 5.80%, followed
by Bath at 4.92%
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Generally speaking, cities with large,
growing student populations and modest
delivery pipelines, such as Manchester, are
outperforming the wider market in terms
of rental growth. Cities with a large volume
of existing PBSA stock, as well as healthy
development pipelines, such as Newcastle,
are reporting more modest growth.
However, while markets have experienced
different degrees of new supply relative to
demand over the last year, it is worth noting
that the change in rental values across the
sector has been positive in 95% of the cities
covered by the index, and that occupancy
rates in PBSA across the UK remain high.
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Development pipeline of purpose
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2017/18, by bedroom type

Projected volume of new student bedrooms
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Urban brownfield sites slipped on
average by 0.2%, taking the annual
change in values to 6.1%

£0.32bn
REIT

In urban areas, the continued price
growth in the urban brownfield land
index reflects continued demand in
these markets (which can also be seen
in the growth in house prices). While this
sustained demand will likely continue to
underpin pricing, average land values
remained broadly flat in Q3, suggesting
that pricing in some urban markets may
have found its equilibrium.

“This is a market for the experienced who
know and understand how to extract value
in uncertain times. That said, we believe
there is opportunity for investors who will
be building out into a market, which,
over the next few years, looks to be
extremely limited in respect of new supply,”
Mr Marris added.
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There are challenges for developers trying
to secure debt and equity funding, and
development economics must also account
for the fact that there is, so far, little sign
of any significant softening in construction
costs. The weaker pound is boosting import
prices, while the lack of resource in the
labour market is also a key consideration for
developers currently active in the market.
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In general, the prime central London land
market is showing signs of stabilising
after a period of deflation and this trend
is expected to continue over the next
12 months. Ian Marris, Joint Head of
Residential Development, said: “The liquidity
in the land market is low as sentiment is
nervous however for the brave there is
value to be found. Deals are price sensitive
and risk needs to be appropriately analysed
and understood.”

In prime central London, the decline in
development land values shows continued
signs of abating, with values down just
2.5% on the year, compared to a 10.3%
decline seen in Q3 last year.
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There was no change in average prime
central London land prices in Q3, with
a 2.5% annual decline, the most
modest fall in prices since Q3 2015

Despite a strong PBSA development
pipeline in most key university towns and
cities, rental growth has been positive in
2017/18. We anticipate that rental growth
in the sector will continue to be driven by
growing student numbers – the latest data
from HESA for 2015/16 shows the largest
recorded numbers of both domestic and
international students enrolled on courses
at UK higher education institutions.

UK purpose built student
accommodation rental growth

NON EN-SUITE

Source: Knight Frank

Meanwhile, stronger rental growth for
en-suite and non en-suite rooms with
shared kitchen facilities compared with
self-contained studios in 2017/18 (figure
1), reflects higher levels of demand at
the more affordable end of the market.
We anticipate that this trend towards
affordability, among both occupiers and
developers, will continue.
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Higher demand for more affordable
student accommodation resulted in
stronger rental growth for en-suite
and non en-suite rooms, compared
with self-contained studios

Whilst the macro picture shows steady
rental growth, individual markets are
seeing varying levels of performance,
largely dependent on supply and demand
dynamics within cities.

English greenfield land values were up
1.1% year-on-year in Q3, the second
consecutive quarter they have been in
positive territory after two years’ of
modest declines in pricing. There is
now a steadier supply of greenfield
development land in many parts of the
market. This is likely to keep pricing level
overall in the coming year, although there
is still potential for outperformance in
some areas where sites are oven-ready
and have access to good infrastructure.

Source: Knight Frank

UK Student Property
Report - Q2 2017

For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
Global Briefing or @kfglobalbrief
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Jun-16

Other key transactions in 2016 included
Brookfield Property Partner’s acquisition
of The Rose Portfolio and Global Student
Accommodation’s purchase of the ThreeSixty
Portfolio (formerly Knightsbridge). Notably
all of the five largest deals were done by

Forward funding of new developments by
investors is an established feature of the
market. Such deals trade at a discount to
existing investment stock. This allows new
developments to take place, although it is
still only a small share of the market. As
such, we expect a key challenge for 2017
will be the viability of secondary forward
funding locations.

The global perspective on prime property and investment

The average value of English greenfield development land was
unchanged in Q3, as was the value of prime central London
development land. Urban brownfield site values slipped slightly
over the quarter, but on an annual basis are still outperforming.

Greenfield land prices were unchanged
in Q3, taking the annual rise in prices to
1.1%, the biggest rise in more than
two years

Source: Knight Frank Research

UK Res Dev Land
Index - Q3 2017

Knight Frank Research Reports are available at KnightFrank.com/Research
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We expect that the market will continue
to be driven by bulk purchases as new
entrants and existing investors look to
consolidate and acquire additional scale.

We acknowledge that there are a number
of additional factors at play on a local level
when it comes to rental growth, and we
have examined some of these markets
according to their characteristics in more
detail later in this report.

DEVELOPMENT LAND VALUES
REMAIN STEADY IN Q3

Key facts Q3 2017

Mar-17

REITs, such as GCP Student Living and
Empiric Student Property, were also
active over the course of the year following
on from a busy 2015, driving just around
£325m of investment, mainly for singleasset deals.

The index is a comprehensive study of
PBSA rents in the UK, analysing year-onyear growth across 75 cities on a room-byroom basis. We acknowledge that some
operators employ dynamic pricing models
and that rents may be subject to change.

Nationally, a further 25,000 student
bedrooms will be completed for the start
of the 2017/18 academic year, with a further
14,000 under construction for 2018/19. In
total, these new additions are equivalent to
approximately 7.4% of existing stock.

Jun-17

The biggest single transaction was by
Singaporean real estate fund Mapletree
which made its first foray into the sector
following its acquisition of the Ardent
Portfolio for £417m.

“Affordability will be
a key theme for
the next few years.
Construction cost
rises make delivery
of truly affordable
accommodation a
genuine challenge.”

Headline rental growth for purpose built
student accommodation (PBSA) increased
by 2.55% for the 2017/18 academic year,
according to Knight Frank’s Student
Property Index.
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New investors are continuing to enter the
sector and much of the activity last year
has been a result of the continued trend for
portfolio acquisitions. The data shows that,
of the deals concluded in 2016, portfolios
represented around 60% of the total.

JAMES PULLAN

Head of Student Property

Dec-16

A key challenge for investors in
2017 will be stock availability

Whilst total spend last year was lower
than the record of £5.1bn seen in 2015,
it demonstrates that demand for PBSA
remains strong. Investment in 2015 was
augmented by a number of exceptional
deals on large portfolios made by new
entrants to the market.

overseas investors with a combined
£1.49bn of investment.
Funds were the most active investors in
the sector over the course of the year
investing around £1.4bn on 20 transactions,
a figure which accounted for 47% of total
investment. Private equity firms accounted
for 24% of the total spend, with institutional
investment marking up a further 12%.

Sep-16

Funds invested around £1.4bn
into the sector over the course
of the year

Some £3.1 billion was invested in the UK
Purpose Built Student Accommodation
(PBSA) market in 2016, more than double
the levels seen in 2013 and 2014.

Dec-15

Portfolio acquisitions accounted
for around 60% of the total
investment

The UK purpose built student accommodation sector continues its bull run
by posting positive rental growth across all core investment markets.

Index

Key facts 2017
A total of £3.1 billion was
invested in the UK student
accommodation market in 2016

There is competitive market tension for prime operational assets
with aggressive bidding from North American private equity firms
and institutions in particular
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“We expect the market will
increasingly be driven by the
REITs and pension funds as
economies of scale assist
these institutional buyers
to create increasingly large
portfolios with efficiencies of
operation, branding
and marketing.”
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